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A Seat At The Table
From microaggressions to the wage gap, The Memo
empowers women of color with actionable advice on
challenges and offers a clear path to success. Most
business books provide a one-size-fits-all approach
to career advice that overlooks the unique barriers
that women of color face. In The Memo, Minda Harts
offers a much-needed career guide tailored
specifically for women of color. Drawing on
knowledge gained from her past career as a
fundraising consultant to top colleges across the
country, Harts now brings her powerhouse
entrepreneurial experience as CEO of The Memo to
the page. With wit and candor, she acknowledges
"ugly truths" that keep women of color from having a
seat at the table in corporate America. Providing
straight talk on how to navigate networking, office
politics, and money, while showing how to make real
change to the system, The Memo offers support and
long-overdue advice on how women of color can
succeed in their careers.
'Fascinating and illuminating' STYLIST 'Perceptive
and candid' IRISH TIMES 'Wide-ranging, deep-dive,
soul-baring interviews, full of candid, intimate, spiky
meditations on inspiration, artistry, sexuality, race,
love, self-doubt, abuse, defiance and everything in
between' OBSERVER 'Variously optimistic,
troubling, joyful, illuminating, fierce and thoughtful'
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GUARDIAN INTERVIEWS WITH WOMEN ON THE
FRONTLINE OF MUSIC Writer and critic Amy
Raphael has interviewed some of the world's most
iconic musicians, including Courtney Love, Patti
Smith, Björk, Kurt Cobain and Elton John. In 1995
she wrote the critically-acclaimed Never Mind the
Bollocks: Women Rewrite Rock, which included a
foreword by Debbie Harry. More than two decades
on, the music business has changed, but the way
women are regarded has not. In this new book, A
Seat at the Table, Raphael interviews eighteen
women who work in the music industry about
learning to speak out, #MeToo, social media, queer
politics and the subtleness of everyday misogyny.
Featuring interviews with: CHRISTINE & THE
QUEENS, IBEYI, KATE TEMPEST, ALISON
MOYET, NADINE SHAH, JESSICA CURRY,
MAGGIE ROGERS, EMMY THE GREAT, DREAM
WIFE, NATALIE MERCHANT, LAUREN
MAYBERRY, POPPY AJUDHA, KALIE SHORR,
TRACEY THORN, MITSKI, CATHERINE MARKS,
GEORGIA, CLARA AMFO
From the vast lore surrounding King Arthur, Camelot,
and the Knights of the Round Table, comes an
anthology of gender-bent, race-bent, LGBTQIA+
inclusive retellings. Featuring stories by: Alexander
Chee - Preeti Chhibber - Roshani Chokshi - Sive
Doyle - Maria Dahvana Headley - Ausma Zehanat
Khan - Daniel M. Lavery - Ken Liu - Sarah MacLean
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- Silvia Moreno-Garcia - Jessica Plummer - Anthony
Rapp - Waubgeshig Rice - Alex Segura - Nisi Shawl
- S. Zainab Williams A Publishers Weekly Summer
Reads pick! Here you'll find the Lady of the Lake
reimagined as an albino Ugandan sorceress and the
Lady of Shalott as a wealthy, isolated woman in
futuristic Mexico City; you'll see Excalibur
rediscovered as a baseball bat that grants a washedup minor leaguer a fresh shot at glory and as a lost
ceremonial drum that returns to a young First
Nations boy the power and the dignity of his people.
There are stories set in Gilded Age Chicago, '80s
New York, twenty-first century Singapore, and
space; there are lesbian lady knights, Arthur and
Merlin reborn in the modern era for a second chance
at saving the world and falling in love--even a coffee
shop AU. Brave, bold, and groundbreaking, the
stories in Sword Stone Table will bring fresh life to
beloved myths and give long-time fans a chance to
finally see themselves in their favorite legends.
"Do you really understand what business value is?
Information technology can and should deliver
business value. But the Agile literature has paid
scant attention to what business value means—and
how to know whether or not you are delivering it.
This problem becomes ever more critical as you
push value delivery toward autonomous teams and
away from requirements “tossed over the wall” by
business stakeholders. An empowered team needs
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to understand its goal! Playful and thoughtprovoking, The Art of Business Value explores what
business value means, why it matters, and how it
should affect your software development and
delivery practices. More than any other IT delivery
approach, DevOps (and Agile thinking in general)
makes business value a central concern. This book
examines the role of business value in software and
makes a compelling case for why a clear
understanding of business value will change the way
you deliver software. This book will make you think
deeply about not only what it means to deliver value
but also the relationship of the IT organization to the
rest of the enterprise. It will give you the language to
discuss value with the business, methods to cut
through bureaucracy and strategies for incorporating
Agile teams and culture into the enterprise. Most of
all, this book will startle you into new ways of
thinking about the cutting-edge of Agile practice and
where it may lead."
So You Want a Seat at the Table is a practical,
realistic guide to help HR business partners think
and act strategically. Readers will observe and learn
the steps Mary Alice, a new VP of HR takes to build
her relationship with her leadership team and gain
access to her many useful tools and strategies.
Can you feel nostalgic for a life you've never known?
Suffused with her much-loved warmth and wit,
Emma John's memoir follows her moving and
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memorable journey to master one of the hardest
musical styles on earth - and to find her place in an
alien world. Emma had fallen out of love with her
violin when a chance trip to the American South
introduced her to bluegrass music. Classically
trained, highly strung and wedded to London life,
Emma was about as country as a gin martini. So
why did it feel like a homecoming? Answering that
question takes Emma deep into the Appalachian
mountains, where she uncovers a hidden culture that
confounds every expectation - and learns some
emotional truths of her own.
"Pineaha Murray is an elder of Ngati Kuri of the Far
North and in this personal account he tells of his
ancient forebears' place in the northern tip of NZ the Three Kings, Tom Bowling Bay and
Parengarenga Harbour. Memories, history, myths
and legends unfold and provide a rich personal story
and a social history of northern
communities"--Publisher information.
The world of work is constantly changing and there
is not much we can do about it. There are new
careers in demand for which there is a shortage of
skills; while some careers are becoming redundant
and there is an oversupply of skills. In most careers,
it is no longer business as usual. A lasting career
requires adaptation and mental toughness. The
game plan of only showing up at work to collect a
paycheck each month and leave it to the company to
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build your career is not enough. This book shares
global trends on the future of work, the tools to
create a career path and how to execute it. There
are currently five generations at the workplace, this
book will give you a strategic advantage on how to
communicate and lead such diverse cultures.
Finding your seat at the requires that you play to
your strengths and build on the skills required to lead
and inspire change once you are at the table.
Two kids face off in an epic battle to see who can
sell the most slime, while navigating sticky situations
with friends and family. Alex Manalo and his dad
have just moved back to Sacramento to help out with
their extended family's struggling Filipino market.
While Alex likes helping in the store, his true passion
is making slime! He comes up with his own recipes
and plays with ingredients, colors, and different
bumpy or sparkly bits, which make his slime truly
special. A new friend encourages Alex to sell his
creations at school, which leads to a sell-off battle
with a girl who previously had a slime-opoly. Winner
gets bragging rights and the right to be the only
slime game in town. But Alex's dad thinks Alex
should be focused more on "traditional" boy
pastimes and less on slime. As the new soccer
coach, Dad gets Alex to join the team. Even though
he hates sports, Alex gives in. Alex is battling on
multiple fronts--with his new friends at school, and
with his dad at home. It will be a sticky race to the
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finish to see who oozes out on top.
Shirley Chisholm was the first black woman elected
to congress. This quote by this female civil rights
heroine on this blank lined notebook makes the
perfect gift to give for celebrating Black History.
Perfect to use as a journal, planner or diary and also
be a continual reminder of Black American History
and the ones who have paved the way for civil rights
in our country. Details include 120 blank lined pages
with a matte cover finish - 6x9 inches.
Louie Giglio helps you find encouragement, hope,
and strength in the midst of any valley as you reject
the enemy voices of fear, rage, lust, insecurity,
anxiety, despair, temptation, or defeat. Scripture is
clear: the Enemy is a liar who will stop at nothing to
tempt you into poor decisions and self-defeating
mindsets, making you feel afraid, angry, anxious, or
defeated. It is all too easy for Satan to weasel his
way into a seat at the table intended for only you and
your King. But you can fight back. Don’t Give the
Enemy a Seat at Your Table outlines the ways to
overcome those lies so you can find peace and
security in any challenging circumstance or situation.
With the same bold, exciting approach to Scripture
as employed in Goliath Must Fall and his other
previous works, pastor Louie Giglio examines Psalm
23 in fresh ways, highlighting verse 5: “You prepare
a table before me in the presence of my enemies.”
You can find freedom from insecurity, temptation,
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and defeat—if you allow Jesus, the Shepherd, to lead
the battle for your mind and heart. This spiritual
warfare book for those who are leery of spiritual
warfare books will resonate with Louie’s core
Passion tribe as well as with Christians of all ages
who want to live a triumphant life in God.
Why are so many 20- and 30-something Christians
disappearing from the church?They are told how
much the church wants young people, yet there is
growing suspicion among young believers about who
is in and who is out of the scope of Christian
orthodoxy. Through this suspicion, a rift between the
generations has emerged. In the face of frustration,
of being cut out because they don’t seem to fit,
young believers often take their gifts and leave the
church.This book helps those who feel displaced by
this generational collision to find a sense of place
and welcome with a church that is still becoming all
that God wants it to be. If you are a young person
who wonders if there is a place in the church for
someone like you, or if you want to know if your own
church can be the kind of body in which young
people are welcome, A Seat at the Table will give
you a new personal and kingdom perspective.
Embrace the challenge to re-imagine your
relationship with the church in light of this
generational collision, not seeing it as an
unredeemable rift, but as an opportunity to give and
receive hospitality.
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The first-ever monograph on the life and work of
celebrated Danish-American mid-century furniture
designer Jens Risom The first authoritative
biography on a key figure in mid-century modern
design: Jens Risom, who was one of the first
designers to introduce Scandinavian design to the
United States. In 1942 Risom's designs formed the
majority of the inaugural collection of original
furniture for the iconic Hans Knoll Furniture
Company. Organised chronologically, the book
covers Risom's education in Denmark, early
collaborations with Georg Jensen and Hans Knoll,
the creation of his own company - Jen Risom Design
- his celebrated prefab house on Block Island, RI, as
well as his legacy and presence in the 21st century.
Marc Miller, author of the best-selling sales book
"Selling Is Dead," delivers another critical tool for
connecting with decision-makers to make more and
bigger sales. "A Seat at the Table" offers a new
sales approach: stop selling and start helping
customers win, win bigger, and win more
often.Customers only care about one thing: value.
And the only proven way to increase sales
productivity is to deliver new and different forms of
value. Salespeople must become experts in their
customers' businesses and help them generate
better results. Readers will learn that evolving from
"salespeople" to "businesspeople who sell" will earn
them a seat at the table--the place reserved for
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those select people who guide the strategic direction
of an enterprise."A Seat at the Table" gives practical
advice on how to better connect with decisionmakers. When they can do this, salespeople will be
in a position to create demand for their products and
services, protect their core business, and close more
sales.
Taking Your Seat at the Table is an inside look at
Being a Strategic Executive creating Authentic plans
and embracing Technology. With this book you'll be
able to evaluate where you want your career journey
to go, and align with your leadership in a way to
make that happen. This user-friendly, action-oriented
book, takes you through the steps and provides the
tools that will help you become the Strategic
Executive who is Action Oriented and
Technologically savvy.
A timely, accessible, and beautifully written story
exploring themes of food, friendship, family and what
it means to belong, featuring sixth graders Sara, a
Pakistani American, and Elizabeth, a white, Jewish
girl taking a South Asian cooking class taught by
Sara’s mom. Sixth graders Sara and Elizabeth could
not be more different. Sara is at a new school that is
completely unlike the small Islamic school she used
to attend. Elizabeth has her own problems: her
British mum has been struggling with depression.
The girls meet in an after-school South Asian
cooking class, which Elizabeth takes because her
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mom has stopped cooking, and which Sara, who
hates to cook, is forced to attend because her
mother is the teacher. The girls form a shaky alliance
that gradually deepens, and they make plans to
create the most amazing, mouth-watering crosscultural dish together and win a spot on a local food
show. They make good cooking partners . . . but can
they learn to trust each other enough to become true
friends?
From the beloved founders of Beekman 1802, more than 115
seasonal recipes for enjoying and sharing with those you love
Beekman 1802: A Seat at the Table is Brent Ridge and Josh
Kilmer-Purcell’s most personal cookbook yet, built on food
that became a part of the authors’ move from New York City
to Sharon Springs, New York—population 500. Based on the
tradition of food at the center of community, more than 115
recipes embody the traditional story of stone soup, in which
everyone brings together their small piece to the pot to create
something much greater than its parts. With recipes
organized by season and interwoven with menus, bios of the
creative individuals who are part of the authors’ small-town
community, and tips and tricks for making the varied dishes,
readers will turn to the book again and again to nourish their
own communities. Whether roasting a turkey for a November
Friendsgiving, pulling out some frozen-in-season Zucchini
Blossom Squares for last-minute holiday guests, enjoying
fresh pea pesto and crostini for a springtime supper, or quickpickling a summer garden surplus, there will always be a seat
at the table.
When 17-year-old Jay Reguero learns his Filipino cousin and
former best friend, Jun, was murdered as part of President
Duterte's war on drugs, he flies to the Philippines to learn
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more in this gripping page-turning portrayal of the struggle to
reconcile faith, family, and immigrant identity.
A chronicle of school board members' perspectives on race
and racism in 2020, Seats at the Table is an unapologetic call
to action for all who govern and lead our nation's public
schools. Written as a result of national events, including the
Black Lives Matter protests following the deaths of George
Floyd, Breonna Taylor and Armaud Arbery, this work probes
school board members' self-identity, their experiences of race
and racism, their reflections on progress in racial equity since
the civil rights movement, and their thoughts on how we might
confront racism, end discrimination, and achieve more
equitable educational outcomes.
The presence of women in Congress is at an all-time high -approximately one of every five members is female -- and
record numbers of women are running for public office for the
2018 midterms. At the same time, Congress is more polarized
than ever, and little research exists on how women in
Congress view their experiences and contributions to
American politics today. Drawing on personal interviews with
over three-quarters of the women serving in the 114th
Congress (2015-17), the authors analyze how these women
navigate today's stark partisan divisions, and whether they
feel effective in their jobs. Through first-person perspectives,
A Seat at the Table looks at what motivates these women's
legislative priorities and behavior, details the ways in which
women experience service within a male-dominated
institution, and highlights why it matters that women sit in the
nation's federal legislative chambers. It describes the
strategies women employ to overcome any challenges they
confront as well as the opportunities available to them. The
book examines how gender interacts with political party, race
and ethnicity, seniority, chamber, and district characteristics
to shape women's representational influence and behavior,
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finding that party and race/ethnicity are the two most
complicating factors to a singular narrative of women's
congressional representation. While congresswomen's
perspectives, experiences, and influence are neither uniform
nor interchangeable, they strongly believe their presence
matters in myriad ways, affecting congressional culture,
priorities, processes, debates, and outcomes.
Creating Your Seat At The Table is a online and in print
magazine. It was created with the
Entrepreneur/Authorpreneur/Mompreneur in mind. It is
important for us to create and build our own tables this
international magazine will highlight people who are doing
great things throughout the world.
Using a social constructionist understanding of gender and a
discourse analysis, Gender and Corporate Boards explores
the board appointment process through the experiences of
women and men seeking non-executive board roles.
Framed around United Nations Security Council Resolutions
1325, 1820, and other measures on Women, Peace and
Security, this manifesto is inspired by the author's local and
global experiences from Oakland, California to the SyriaJordan border. It draws the connection between and
highlights a few of the globe's most influential and powerful
women, girls, and movements. In the end, we learn that
women and girls are central to the safe and prosperous
functioning of all societies across the globe. The examples
are fraught with human frailties, and other constraints,
including living in imperfect societies; they are nonetheless
endowed with extraordinary grit and moral conviction. In other
words, we do not have to be perfect or be in the perfect
context before we can make a change in the world, take a
seat at the table, or create a seat for others. This manifesto
attempts to cover as much as possible the breadth and scope
of experiences that have shaped the women featured through
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words and images; these are intended to capture
imaginations and shift the paradigm of societal perceptions of
what women and girls are currently doing or have done, as
well as what they can do globally. It aims to inspire boys,
girls, men, and women the world over - perhaps confirm some
truths and unravel fallacies that exist in our minds about the
resilience of women and girls - and their centrality to the
survival of the human race.
In this age of disruptors to business operations, there are also
disruptors to the status quo. These disruptions make room for
positive change. Every company has a corporate culture that
impacts the bottom line. A study of those who have benefited
from intentional inclusion can be found in this book, as well as
those who failed to incorporate a culture of inclusion and
suffered great losses to their revenue and brand.Diversity is
how things look. Inclusion is how it feels. Equity is the driver
that insures that the road to both is free of barriers for
everyone.The work of fostering and forwarding diversity,
inclusion and equity from the stockroom to the boardroom is
not quick work. There is no low hanging fruit that a company
can do and the sit back and think they've succeeded. It's
continuous work. When it's done well it truly becomes part of
the daily fabric.

It’s not enough to say that the CIO is the geek who
wears the suit, IT leaders must, now more than ever,
take a seat at the table. In A Seat at the Table, CIO
Mark Schwartz explores the role of IT leadership as
it is now and opens the door to reveal IT leadership
as it should be—an integral part of the value creation
engine. With wit and an easy style, Schwartz reveals
that the only way to become an Agile IT leader is to
be courageous—to throw off the attitude and
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assumptions that have kept CIOs from taking their
rightful seat at the table. CIOs, step on up, your seat
at the table is waiting for you.
Black women work twice as hard to have a seat at
the infamous table. The table that once we have a
seat at, we are told to be grateful for or else we
could lose it—back to the kitchen, preparing meals
that we may never have the pleasure of sitting down
and enjoying. We are given no plate. No utensils. No
napkin to clean up those accidental spills. Instead of
waiting for a seat at a table where we would have to
compromise our stories or have them told by those
who have not walked our paths, we decided to build
our own table and invited some of our sisters to sit
with us and indulge in its spread. This book is an
anthology of the various trials and triumphs 11 Black
women encountered while working in the student
affairs sector of higher education. We are connected
by our experiences navigating in spaces where we
have sometimes felt disempowered but we have
learned the trade of maneuvering in a professional
environment, and world, dominated by white people.
This is just the beginning. We will be adding more
chairs, assembling more tables and inviting others in
our communities to have a seat where they'd like. No
more unfulfilled appetites and unseasoned dishes.
No more scrapes from biting our tongues. At this
table, we define spaces. We center conversations.
We invite fellowship. We serve you food for your soul
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and truth elixir for your thirst.
This year we celebrate the 150th anniversary of
Mendeleev's first publication of the Periodic Table of
Elements. This book offers an original viewpoint on
the history of the Periodic Table: a collective volume
with short illustrated papers on women and their
contribution to the building and the understanding of
the Periodic Table and of the elements
themselves.Few existing texts deal with women's
contributions to the Periodic Table. A book on
women's work will help make historical women
chemists more visible, as well as shed light on the
multifaceted character of the work on the chemical
elements and their periodic relationships. Stories of
female input, the editors believe, will contribute to
the understanding of the nature of science, of
collaboration as opposed to the traditional depiction
of the lone genius.While the discovery of elements
will be a natural part of this collective work, the
editors aim to go beyond discovery histories. Stories
of women contributors to the chemistry of the
elements will also include understanding the concept
of element, identifying properties, developing
analytical methods, mapping the radioactive series,
finding applications of elements, and the
participation of women as audiences when new
elements were presented at lectures.As for the
selection of women, the chapters include preperiodic table contributions as well as recent
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discoveries, unknown stories as well as more
famous ones. The main emphasis will be on work
conducted in the late 19th century and early 20th
century. Furthermore, the book includes elements
from different groups in the periodic table, so as to
represent a variety of chemical contexts.'As with the
discoveries themselves, bringing these tales of
female scientists to light has taken much teamwork,
including by contributors Gisela Boeck, John
Hudson, Claire Murray, Jessica Wade, Mary Mark
Ockerbloom, Marelene Rayner-Canham, Geoffrey
Rayner-Canham, Xavier Roqué, Matt Shindell and
Ignacio Suay-Matallana.Tracing women in the
history of chemistry unveils a fuller picture of all the
people working on scientific discoveries, from unpaid
assistants and technicians to leaders of great labs.
In this celebratory year of the periodic table, it is
crucial to recognize how it has been built — and
continues to be shaped — by these individual efforts
and broad collaborations.'Nature 565, 559-561
(2019)
"For African American women, the fight for the right
to vote was only one battle. An eye-opening book
that tells the important, overlooked story of black
women as a force in the suffrage movement--when
fellow suffragists did not accept them as equal
partners in the struggle."--Publisher's description.
In this debut memoir, a James Beard Award–winning
writer, whose childhood idea of fine dining was
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Howard Johnson’s, tells how he became one of
Paris’s most influential food critics Until Alec
Lobrano landed a job in the glamorous Paris office of
Women’s Wear Daily, his main experience of
French cuisine was the occasional supermarket
éclair. An interview with the owner of a renowned
cheese shop for his first article nearly proves a
disaster because he speaks no French. As he goes
on to cover celebrities and couturiers and improves
his mastery of the language, he gradually learns
what it means to be truly French. He attends a
cocktail party with Yves St. Laurent and has dinner
with Giorgio Armani. Over a superb lunch, it’s his
landlady who ultimately provides him with a lasting
touchstone for how to judge food: “you must
understand the intentions of the cook.” At the city’s
brasseries and bistros, he discovers real French
cooking. Through a series of vivid encounters with
culinary figures from Paul Bocuse to Julia Child to
Ruth Reichl, Lobrano hones his palate and finds his
voice. Soon the timid boy from Connecticut is at the
epicenter of the Parisian dining revolution and the
restaurant critic of one of the largest newspapers in
the France. A mouthwatering testament to the
healing power of food, My Place at the Table is a
moving coming-of-age story of how a gay man
emerges from a wounding childhood, discovers
himself, and finds love. Published here for the first
time is Lobrano’s “little black book,” an insider’s
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guide to his thirty all-time-favorite Paris restaurants.
Lust • Tradition • Love • Faith • Self • Family Elisha
walks through Brooklyn with side curls tucked behind
his ears and an oversized black hat on his head. He
is a Chassidic Orthodox Jew and the son of a
revered rabbi in whose footsteps he's expected to
follow. When he leaves his insular world to take
classes at a secular college, he vows to remain
unchanged… PRAISE FOR A SEAT AT THE TABLE
"A poignant depiction of a deeply loving father and a
no less loving son desperate to find his own very
different path without shattering the connection to his
family, to his father." Rabbi Joseph Telushkin, Author
of Jewish Literacy and a Jewish Code of Ethics
"Halberstam takes you deeply into the Chassidic
community with a critical eye but a loving,
understanding heart. This tender, compassionate
coming-of-age story brims over with wisdom from the
Jewish tradition. It's worth reading for the Chassidic
tales alone." David Grubin, Documentary Filmmaker,
The Jewish Americans, LBJ "Joshua Halberstam
knows the soul of Chassidic Brooklyn better than
anyone without payes and a black hat. He explores
that world with a unique combination of skepticism
and compassion. A Seat at the Table is a lovely and
deeply humane book." Melvin Jules Bukiet, Author of
Strange Fire and Neurotica "In this novel of fathers
and sons, faith and doubt, Joshua Halberstam
illuminates a world rich with religious tradition and
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Chassidic stories, and he proves himself to be a
master storyteller in his own right. A Seat at the
Table is unusually wise, genuine, and always
affecting." Tova Mirvis, author of The Ladies
Auxiliary and The Outside World
Many countries face challenges of migration,
terrorism, climate change, and the spread of fastpaced technology. Those who are sitting around the
table will change the course of history and redefine
how we solve critical problems. A Seat at the Table:
Women, Diplomacy, and Lessons for the World
shares the impact of gender-diversified leadership
and why varied voices lead to stronger resolutions
and enhanced team dynamics. Research proves that
when women are involved in peace processes, an
agreement is 35% more likely to last at least 15
years. Additionally, higher levels of gender equality
are associated with a lower tendency for conflict.
Women ambassadors, deputy chiefs of mission, and
government officials, spanning all the regions of the
world, share their stories and provide insight into
developing a unique leadership style. You'll learn
from women who helped combat ISIS, negotiated
major treaties, set standards for cybersecurity,
worked through intense conflicts, balanced family
and career, and endured double standards as they
rose in the ranks of leadership.
The Business-IT Wall Must Come Down. With A
Seat at the Table, thought leader Mark Schwartz
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pulled out a chair for CIOs at the C-suite table. Now
Mark brings his unique perspective and experience
to business leaders looking to lead their company
into the digital age by harnessing the expertise and
innovation that is already under their roof: IT. In the
war for business supremacy, Schwartz shows we
must throw out the old management models and
stereotypes that pit suits against nerds. Instead,
business leaders of today can foster a space of
collaboration and shared mission, a space that puts
technologists and business people on the same
team. For business leaders looking to unlock their
enterprise's digital transformation, War and Peace
and IT provides clear context and strategies.
Schwartz demystifies the role IT plays in the modern
enterprise, allowing business leaders to create new
strategies for the new digital battleground. It is time
to change not only the enterprise's relationship with
technology, but its relationship with technologists. To
accelerate, enterprises must bring technology to the
heart of their work, for just as technology is causing
this disruption, it is technology that provides the
solution. Unlike Napoleon, it is time for business
leaders to come down from the hill atop the Battle of
Borodino and enter the fray with the technologists,
for that is where the war will be won or lost.
This fascinating look at global politics follows New Zealand's
fourth term as a non-permanent member of the United
Nations Security Council, from 2015 to 2016. Its engrossing
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chapters by key players, from the then Minister for Foreign
Affairs Murray McCully to the two-term New Zealand
President of the Security Council Gerard van Bohemen, offer
real insights into the Council's day-to-day workings. This book
examines New Zealand's efforts to improve Council
processes, and asks: Given the dominance of the P5—the
United States, China, Russia, France, and the United
Kingdom—is there a role on the Security Council for smaller
nations? And can they effect meaningful change for those
suffering in war-torn and corrupt countries?
Lean In for women of color: A no-BS look at the odds stacked
against women of color in professional settings, from the
wage gap to biases and micro-aggressions, with actionable
takeaways The Memo is the much-needed career advice
guide for women of color specifically, finally ending the onesize-fits-all approach of business books that lump together
women across races and overlook the unique barriers to
success for women of color. In a charismatic and relatable
voice, Minda Harts brings her entrepreneurial experience as
CEO of The Memo to the page, as well as her past career life
as a fundraising consultant to top colleges across the country.
With wit and candor, Harts begins by acknowledging the "ugly
truths" that keep women of color from getting the proverbial
seat at the table in corporate America: micro-aggressions,
systemic racism, white privilege, etc. Harts validates that
women aren't making up the discrimination they feel, even if it
isn't always overt. From there, she gives straight talk on how
to address these issues head on, and provides a roadmap to
help women of color and their allies make real change to the
system. With chapters on network-building, office politics,
money and negotiation, The Memo covers all the basics that
any good business book should. But through the author's
lens, it offers support and long-overdue advice particularly for
women of color.
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A Seat at the TableIT Leadership in the Age of AgilityIT
Revolution
"A Seat At The Table is a valuable and insightful book about
a too long overlooked topic - the right of Native American
people to have their sacred sites and practices honored and
protected. Let's hope it gets read far and wide, enough to
bring about a real shift in policy and consciousness.”—Bonnie
Raitt "Phil Cousineau has created a fine companion book to
accompany the important film he and Gary Rhine have made
in defense of the religious traditions of Native Americans.
[Native Americans] are recognized the world over as keepers
of a vital piece of the Creator's original orders, and yet they
are regarded as little more than squatters at home. This book
features impressive interviews, beautiful illustrations, and
gives a voice to the voiceless.”—Peter Coyote
A SEAT AT THE TABLE is part memoir, part educational, and
part instructional. Having been born and raised in a poor
urban community in Toledo, Ohio, Celia Williamson was at
risk in every way to become a trafficked youth. Having seen
two of her friends trafficked and one killed, Celia went on to
become a survivor of oppression and build a global reputation
for herself as a renowned social justice advocate. As the first
person to conduct street outreach in Ohio and create a model
for research and advocacy, Celia has revolutionized global
anti-trafficking efforts. Her story is one of courage, action, and
triumph in the face of violence and cultural diversity.
This inspiring picture-book biography about Nancy Pelosi
shows her journey from the child of Baltimore's mayor to her
marble-ceiling-shattering four terms as Speaker of the House,
including the historic events of January 6th, 2021. Nancy
Pelosi grew up watching her father, the mayor of Baltimore,
welcome in people of all different backgrounds to sit at their
table and make their voices heard. Nancy's mother always
stood beside him, working behind the scenes to help her
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husband and the people he served. When Nancy grew up,
she continued working behind the scenes in politics until a
friend asked her to run for Congress herself--jump-starting a
33 year career as a political representative and taking her
higher than she could have once imagined. Young girls,
especially, will be inspired by Nancy's journey and her
commitment to using her voice to help others and to make
sure women are heard in government. The backmatter also
includes an exclusive interview with Nancy Pelosi herself.
Igniting the $100 billion Indigenous economy It is time. It is
time to increase the visibility, role, and responsibility of the
emerging modern Indigenous economy and the people
involved. This is the foundation for economic reconciliation.
This is Indigenomics. Indigenomics lays out the tenets of the
emerging Indigenous economy, built around relationships,
multigenerational stewardship of resources, and care for all.
Highlights include: The ongoing power shift and rise of the
modern Indigenous economy Voices of leading Indigenous
business leaders The unfolding story in the law courts that is
testing Canada's relationship with Indigenous peoples
Exposure of the false media narrative of Indigenous
dependency A new narrative, rooted in the reality on the
ground, that Indigenous peoples are economic powerhouses
On the ground examples of the emerging Indigenous
economy. Indigenomics calls for a new model of
development, one that advances Indigenous selfdetermination, collective well-being, and reconciliation. This is
vital reading for business leaders and entrepreneurs,
Indigenous organizations and nations, governments and
policymakers, and economists.
Women are completing MBA and Law degrees in record high
numbers, but their struggle to attain director positions in
corporate America continues. Although explanations for this
disconnect abound, neither career counselors nor scholars
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have paid enough attention to the role that corporate
governance plays in maintaining the gender gap in America's
executive quarters. Mining corporate governance models
applied at Fortune 500 companies, hundreds of Title VII
discrimination cases, and proxy statements, Douglas M.
Branson suggests that women have been ill-advised by
experts, who tend to teach females how to act like their male,
executive counterparts. Instead, women who aspire to the
boardroom should focus on the decision-making processes
nominating committees—usually dominated by white
men—employ when voting on membership. Filled with real-life
cases, No Seat at the Table opens the closed doors of the
boardroom and reveals the dynamics of the corporate
governance process and the double standards that often
characterize it. Based on empirical evidence, Branson
concludes that women have to follow different paths than
men in order to gain CEO status, and as such, encourages
women to make flexible, conscious, and often frequent shifts
in their professional behaviors and work ethics as they climb
the corporate ladder.
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